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We investigate equilibrium and steady-state nonequilibrium transport properties of a spinless resonant level
locally coupled to two conduction bands of width ⬃⌫ via a Coulomb interaction U and a hybridization t⬘. In
order to study the effects of finite bias voltages beyond linear response, a generalization of the functional
renormalization group to Keldysh frequency space is employed. Being mostly unexplored in the context of
quantum impurity systems out of equilibrium, we benchmark this method against recently published timedependent density matrix renormalization group data. We thoroughly investigate the scaling limit ⌫ → ⬁ characterized by the appearance of power laws. Most importantly, at the particle-hole symmetric point the steadystate current decays like J ⬃ V−␣J as a function of the bias voltage V Ⰷ t⬘, with an exponent ␣J共U兲 that we
calculate to leading order in the Coulomb interaction strength. In contrast, we do not observe a pure power-law
共but more complex兲 current-voltage-relation if the energy ⑀ of the resonant level is pinned close to either one
of the chemical potentials ⫾V / 2.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.125122

PACS number共s兲: 71.10.Pm, 73.63.Kv

I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments on nanostructures represent a highly active
field of research. Whereas transport properties can be measured straightforward beyond linear response, a theoretical
approach to quantum impurities out of equilibrium is challenging in presence of Coulomb interactions which are ubiquitous in low-dimensional systems. Over the last years, a
great variety of both numerical as well as analytical methods
was developed to study correlation effects on the nonequilibrium dynamics of or steady-state current through quantum
dots. Ranking among those are exact Bethe ansatz
solutions,1,2 perturbative renormalization group schemes,3–6
quantum Monte Carlo,7,8 a real-time path integral approach,9
Hamiltonian flow equations,10 as well as the time-dependent
numerical 共NRG兲 共Refs. 11 and 12兲 and density matrix renormalization group 共DMRG兲 共Refs. 13–16兲 frameworks. While
all these methods had long-standing success in computing
linear-response properties of quantum impurity systems, the
nonequilibrium situation is still a newly emerging and thus
rather unexplored field.
The functional renormalization group 共FRG兲 provides an
a priori exact reformulation of a correlated many-particle
problem in terms of coupled flow equations for irreducible
vertex functions of arbitrary order.17 In the context of quantum dots in equilibrium, even a very simple way to truncate
this infinite hierarchy, which can be viewed as a kind of RG
enhanced Hartree-Fock approximation, allows for accurately
describing the effects of small to intermediate 共and sometimes even large兲 Coulomb interactions U very flexibly and
with minor numerical effort. Most importantly, the zerotemperature linear conductance has been computed in good
agreement with NRG reference data for a variety of quantum
dot geometries.18,19 Employing a more elaborate truncation
1098-0121/2010/81共12兲/125122共12兲

scheme 共where one accounts for the frequency dependence
of the two-particle vertex兲 allows for calculating finiteenergy properties like the density of states at least for intermediate values of U 共for the single impurity Anderson
model兲.20,21
In contrast to the regime of linear transport where the
strength and limitations of the functional RG in the context
of quantum impurity systems have been extensively investigated, there are only few works on the case of nonequilibrium. Even though it was proven possible in the steady-state
limit to derive an infinite hierarchy of flow equations in
Keldysh frequency space which are structurally identical to
those on the Matsubara axis,22–24 little is known on how
different approximation 共i.e., truncation兲 schemes succeed or
fail to describe out-of-equilibrium physics of correlated
quantum dots. The first aim of this paper is to partly fill this
gap by benchmarking functional RG calculations for a very
simple impurity model 共namely, the interacting resonant
level model兲 against recently published linear-response and
time-dependent DMRG data.25,26
Quite generally, the interacting resonant level model
共IRLM兲 describes a single localized level 共with an energy ⑀兲
coupled to a bath of delocalized states 共featuring a bandwidth
⬃⌫兲 both by a local Coulomb repulsion U and a hopping
matrix element t⬘. It was initially introduced four decades
ago to study the equilibrium physics of mixed-valence compounds, and observables were computed by mapping to the
anisotropic Kondo model 共and using results available for the
latter兲 or by perturbative RG calculations.27–30 The twochannel version of the IRLM, which has gained considerable
interest within the past few years,2,26,31–35 represents a very
simple impurity model to describe charge fluctuations and
investigate nonequilibrium transport 共driven by a bias voltage V = 共L + R兲 / 2 between the two baths兲 through a quan-
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⌫ = bath共 = 0兲t2 ,

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Schematic presentation of the twochannel interacting resonant level model studied in this paper.

tum dot. Most notably, accurate time-dependent DMRG data
was recently published by Boulat et al. 共for fairly large values of t⬘ / ⌫兲 and provides the aforementioned benchmark for
the functional RG.26 The opposite 共so-called scaling兲 limit of
the bandwidth ⌫ being much larger than all other energy
scales was characterized by the appearance of universal
power laws 共by approximate approaches each having its advantages and shortcomings兲.26,33,34 In particular, the current
through the system was found to decay like J ⬃ V−␣J共U,⑀兲 for
⌫ Ⰷ V Ⰷ t⬘, both for the impurity energy being small 共⑀ Ⰶ V兲
共Refs. 33 and 34兲 or close to one of the chemical potentials
关⑀ ⬇ L,R, ␣J共U , ⑀ ⬇ L,R兲 = ␣J共U , ⑀ = 0兲 / 2兴.33 Having explored its own strength and drawbacks in comparison with
the DMRG reference as well as with new equilibrium NRG
data, the functional renormalization group allows for systematically studying the scaling limit of the microscopic IRLM
for small to intermediate values of the Coulomb interaction
U. It is the second aim of this paper to provide a consistent
picture of the zero-temperature physics in this parameter regime from the FRG point of view, particularly in relation
with prior results.
This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the interacting resonant level model as well as the functional
renormalization group approach in nonequilibrium in Secs. II
and III, respectively. Section IV is devoted to the comparison
of FRG results with time-dependent DMRG data. We systematically investigate the scaling limit in Sec. V and conclude with a brief summary. A more elaborate FRG approximation scheme is briefly discussed in the Appendix.

共4兲

with bath共兲 being the local density of states. In order to
explicitly compare with DMRG results, we model the baths
as semi-infinite tight-binding chains with a nearest-neighbor
hopping amplitude t and correspondingly,

bath共兲 =

1
冑4t2 − 2⌰共2t − 兩兩兲,
2t2

⌫ = t.

共5兲

The associated retarted Green’s function at the end of the
isolated chain is given by
ret
共兲 =
gbath

再

冎

1  − sgn共兲冑2 − 4t2 兩兩 ⬎ 2t
2t2  − i冑4t2 − 2
兩兩 ⬍ 2t.

共6兲

As an alternative, one frequently employs completely structureless 共wide-band兲 leads featuring a constant local density
of states and
ret
共兲 = − ibath .
gbath

共7兲

In our case, such realization is used to investigate the scaling
limit ⌫ → ⬁ where details of the dispersion ⑀k do not play
any role 共which one can show explicitly within the FRG
framework; see Sec. V兲.
The equilibrium statistics of the interacting resonant level
model is determined by the usual grand canonical density
operator ˆ = exp共−␤H兲 featuring an inverse temperature ␤
and equal chemical potentials L = R = 0. The nonequilibrium situation is modeled by an initially separated system
共Hcoup = 0兲 in a thermal bulk state
L

R

ˆ = e−␤Hbath+␤LNL 丢 ˆ imp 丢 e−␤Hbath+␤RNR ,

共8兲

where ˆ imp denotes the density matrix of the isolated interacting three-site region, which we choose to be that of a
vacuum configuration. At some time t0, the coupling is
switched on, and the time evolution for t ⬎ t0 is governed by
the full Hamiltonian
共9兲

II. MODEL

L
R
H = Himp + HU + Hcoup + Hbath
+ Hbath
.

The interacting resonant level model is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. It describes a single spinless level of energy ⑀
as well as two 共left and right兲 bath of delocalized states:

In presence of a finite bias voltage V = 2L = −2R, one does
in general expect the system to relax to a nonthermal steady
state independent of ˆ imp at t → ⬁, and this scenario is supported by time-dependent DMRG calculations for the problem at hand.26 In this paper, we will focus exclusively on
studying the steady state of the IRLM in the zerotemperature limit.

†
s=L,R
Hbath
= 兺 ⑀kcsk
csk .

Himp = 共⑀ − U/2兲d†2d2,

共1兲

k

We model a local Coulomb interaction U and hopping t⬘
between both parts by adding two distinguished neighboring
sites,

III. METHOD

HU = U共d†2d2d†1d1 + d†2d2d†3d3兲 − t⬘共d†2d1 + d†2d3 + H.c.兲
−

U/2共d†1d1

+

d†3d3兲,

A. General idea of the functional RG

共2兲

which are coupled to the bath of size N via
Hcoup = −

t

共d1cLk + d3cRk + H.c.兲.
冑N 兺
k
†

†

共3兲

The characteristic energy scale 共i.e., the bandwidth兲 of the
latter is determined by the hybridization

The functional renormalization group implements Wilson’s general RG idea in terms of an infinite hierarchy of
differential flow equations for single-particle irreducible vertex functions 共such as the self-energy兲, which altogether represents an exact reformulation of the underlying manyparticle problem.17 The hierarchy is set up by introducing an
infrared cut-off ⌳ into the noninteracting Green’s function
G 0,
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G0共1⬘ ;1兲 → G⌳
0 共1⬘ ;1兲,

G⌳=⬁
= 0,
0

G⌳=0
= G0 , 共10兲
0

where the arguments are a shorthand for single-particle quantum numbers as well as either Matsubara frequencies 共in
equilibrium兲 or real frequencies and Keldysh indices 共in nonequilibrium兲. Under the assumption of the existence of a
steady state for the latter case 共which allows for associating
energies with time differences兲, such an infrared 共energy兲
cutoff can be devised straightforward, but this will be postponed to the next Section since its actual form is irrelevant
for the time being. By virtue of the replacement 共10兲, every
vertex function acquires a ⌳-dependence, and both in and
out of equilibrium one can derive the structurally same set of
functional RG flow equations by straightforwardly differentiating with respect to the cut-off parameter ⌳. This can be
technically achieved, e.g., by considering generating functionals, and the flow of the self-energy is given by18,22,23

⌳⌺⌳共1⬘ ;1兲 = − 兺 S⌳共2;2⬘兲␥⌳2 共1⬘,2⬘ ;1,2兲,

共11兲

22⬘

Heisenberg picture, T denotes ordering with respect to the
imaginary time , and the self-energy ⌺eq is associated with
the Coulomb interaction. In order to employ standard diagrammatic techniques in nonequilibrium 共such as the very
notion of vertex functions兲, we define long-time Green’s
functions as
Ĝij共兲 = − i

S =−G

⌳

⌳关G⌳0 兴−1G⌳

⌳

= −  ⌳G ,

t0→−⬁

冉

−+
G−−
ij 共兲 Gij 共兲
++
G+−
ij 共兲 Gij 共兲

冊

共14兲

,

with Tc being the order operator on the Keldysh contour
whose branches are characterized by indices ␣ = ⫾. It is often
more convenient to directly exploit causality 共particularly in
approximate schemes which naturally conserve this symmetry; see Sec. III C兲 and work in the retarded, advanced, and
Kelydsh basis

共12兲

⌳

and G being the full Green’s function at scale ⌳. Both the
⌳
two-particle vertex ␥⌳
2 and ⌺ itself enter the right-hand side
of the differential Eq. 共11兲. Similarly, the flow of the n-th
order function ␥⌳
n is in general determined by all vertices
⌳
␥iⱕn
. Integrating this infinite set of coupled differential equations from ⌳ = ⬁ 共where all energy scales are suppressed and
the many-particle problem becomes trivial兲 down to ⌳ = 0
共where one recovers the full energy spectrum兲 yields an in
principle exact expression for the self-energy of the system
under consideration. In practice, however, one needs to devise a truncation scheme. In the main part of this paper, we
focus solely on the flow Eq. 共11兲 with the two-particle vertex
⬃ U兲, rendering ⌺ a frequencyset to its initial value 共␥⌳=⬁
2
independent 共effective兲 quantity. This Hartree-Fock-like approximation is correct at least to leading order in U and thus
a priori justified in the limit of small Coulomb interactions.
In equilibrium, it was proven to give reliable results up to
intermediate values of U 共and even to capture aspects of
Kondo physics兲 for the linear conductance of a variety of
quantum dot geometries.18,19 A more elaborate truncation
scheme20,21 which accounts for the flow of the frequencydependent two-particle vertex will be discussed briefly in the
Appendix.

eit lim 具Tcai共t兲a†j 共0兲典ˆ dt = 关Ĝ0共兲−1

− ⌺̂共兲兴−1
ij =

with the so-called single-scale propagator
⌳

冕

Gret = G−− − G−+ = 共Gadv兲†,

GK = G−+ + G+− ,

⌺ret = ⌺−− + ⌺−+ = 共⌺adv兲†,

⌺K = ⌺−− + ⌺++ .

共15兲

In the next Section, we will explicitly derive the 共noninteracting兲 Green’s functions of the IRLM in and out of equilibrium.
2. Dyson equation

For the problem at hand, the flow of the self-energy is
determined by the Green’s functions of the interacting threesite system only. Using standard projection techniques,36 the
latter can be expressed in terms of a finite matrix Dyson
equation
ret
ret
−1
ret
−1
Gret共兲−1 = Gret
0 共兲 − ⌺ 共兲 = gimp共兲 − ⌺bath共兲
equil.

− ⌺ret共兲 = Geq共i →  + i0兲−1
K
GK共兲 = Gret共兲关⌺K共兲 + ⌺bath
共兲兴Gadv共兲,

共16兲
where the retarded Green’s function of the isolated impurity
region is given by

B. Green’s functions and Dyson equation
1. Green’s functions in and out of equilibrium
ret
共兲−1
gimp

Linear-response transport properties of the interacting
resonant level model can be computed conveniently using
Matsubara Green’s functions
Geq
ij 共i兲 = −

冕

␤

冢

冣

0
 + i0
− t⬘
= − t⬘  − ⑀ + i0 − t⬘ ,
0
 + i0
− t⬘

and the self-energy associated with the bath reads

−1
ei具Tai共兲a†j 共0兲典d = 关Geq
0 共i兲

0

− ⌺eq共i兲兴−1
ij ,

冢 冣
1

共13兲

where ai共兲 is a fermionic annihilation operator in the
125122-3

ret
共兲
⌺bath

=

ret
t2gbath
共兲

0

1

,

共17兲
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K
⌺bath
共兲 = − 2ibatht2

冢

1 − 2f L
0
1 − 2f R

冣

.

共18兲

The latter are initially in a thermal state 共for which the
dissipation-fluctuation theorem holds兲 and described by the
Fermi functions
f L,R共兲 =

1
e共␤−L,R兲 + 1

.

共19兲

In the next Section, we will derive the functional renormalization group flow equations in order to compute an approximation for the self-energies ⌺ret and ⌺K 共out of equilibrium兲
or ⌺eq 共for linear-response兲 which in each case incorporate
the effects of the Coulomb repulsion. Afterwards, one can
calculate the current flowing through the interacting region
as well as the zero-temperature equilibrium conductance using the formulas 共in units of e2 / h = 1兲 共Ref. 37兲
Js = 2it2

冕

−+
−+
bath关f s共G+−
ii − Gii 兲 + Gii 兴d ,

eq
共i = 0兲兩2 ,
G = 4⌫2兩G13

in the context of equilibrium quantum dot systems.18,19 A
more elaborate approximation scheme which accounts for
the frequency-dependence of the two-particle vertex20,21 will
be discussed briefly in the Appendix 共for the IRLM in linear
response兲.
1. Equilibrium

The last step in explicitly setting up the functional RG
flow equations is to specify the form of the infrared cutoff. In
equilibrium, low-energy degrees of freedom are most commonly suppressed by a sharp multiplicative ⌰ function in
Matsubara frequency space
eq,⌳
eq
Geq
0 共i兲 → G0 共i兲 = ⌰共兩兩 − ⌳兲G0 共i兲,

and we will use such implementation throughout this paper
in order to compute linear-response properties of the IRLM.
The single-scale propagator Seq,⌳, which solely determines
the right-hand side of Eq. 共11兲 for a two-particle vertex set to
its initial value, contains an at first sight ambiguous product
of ⌰ and ␦ functions. Evaluating the latter by means of Morris lemma38 yields

共20兲

with the Green’s function’s single-particle index being i = 1
or i = 3 for the current at the left and right interface 共s
= L , R兲, respectively. Within all FRG approximation schemes
employed to study the problem at hand, current conservation
JL = −JR holds 共whereas other symmetries may be violated;
see Sec. III C兲.
C. Flow equations

−1
eq,⌳ −1
兴 = ␦共兩兩 − ⌳兲G̃eq,⌳ ,
Seq,⌳ = ␦共兩兩 − ⌳兲关共Geq
0 兲 −⌺

共24兲
and the zero-temperature flow equations for the different ineq,⌳
eq,⌳
+ t⬘ = t⌳
+⑀
dependent self-energy components ⌺12
⬘ , ⌺22
eq,⌳
= ⑀⌳, and ⌺11 = ⑀⌳
⬘ 共introducing a notation where the interpretation as effective system parameters becomes evident兲
read

In this paper, we will almost exclusively focus on considering the flow of the self-energy only 共i.e., truncating the
infinite RG hierarchy to leading order兲. This is achieved by
setting the two-particle vertex ␥⌳
2 to its initial value in Eq.
共11兲, which in equilibrium is nothing but the bare frequencyindependent Coulomb interaction

␥⌳2 共1⬘,2⬘ ;1,2兲

⌳t⌳⬘ =

 ⌳⑀ ⌳ = −

= ⫾ U␤ ␦共i1⬘ + i2⬘ − i1 − i2兲
−1

U
eq,⌳
Re关G̃12
共i⌳兲兴


⬘ = t⬘ ,
t⌳→⬁

U
eq,⌳
eq,⌳
Re关G̃11
共i⌳兲 + G̃33
共i⌳兲兴


for all permutations of the nearest-neighbor single-particle
indices. An additional factor of imaginary i appears in a real
frequency representation, and the two-particle vertex is only
nonvanishing if all Kelydsh indices ␣1⬘ = ␣2⬘ = ␣1 = ␣2 = ␣ are
equal22
共22兲

As in Eq. 共21兲, different signs refer to symmetric or antisymmetric ways of ordering nearest-neighbor quantum numbers.
As mentioned above, the self-energy obtained from this truncation scheme is frequency-independent 共i.e., Hartree-Focklike兲 and at least correct to first order in U. It contains, however, certain classes of higher-order contributions due to the
underlying RG procedure and was shown to be reliable for
small to intermediate Coulomb interactions and even to capture nonperturbative aspects of strong electronic correlations

共25兲

⑀⌳→⬁ = ⑀ ,
共26兲

共21兲

␥⌳2 共1⬘,2⬘ ;1,2兲 = ⫾ ␣iU␦共1⬘ + 2⬘ − 1 − 2兲.

共23兲

⌳⑀⌳⬘ = −

U
eq,⌳
Re关G̃22
共i⌳兲兴


⬘ = 0.
⑀⌳→⬁

共27兲

The single-particle energy shift −U / 2 appearing in the
Hamiltonian of Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲 is cancelled by a contribution arising from analytically integrating from ⌳ = ⬁ down to
some arbitrarily large ⌳ → ⬁. The ordinary coupled differential Eqs. 共25兲–共27兲 can be solved numerically 共and sometimes even exactly; see Sec. V兲 with minor effort, and we
will discuss the linear-response physics described by this approximation scheme in Secs. IV and V.
2. Nonequilibrium: Sharp cut-off scheme

One straightforward way of introducing a cutoff in nonequilibrium is the replacement analogous to Eq. 共23兲
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Ĝ0共兲 →

Ĝ⌳
0 共兲

= ⌰共兩兩− ⌳兲

冉

−+
G−−
0 共兲 G0 共兲

G+−
0 共兲

G++
0 共兲

冊

3. Nonequilibrium: Reservoir cut-off scheme

.
共28兲

As before, the single-scale propagator S⌳, which enters on
the right-hand side of Eq. 共11兲 can be calculated by virtue of
Morris lemma38
⌳

Ŝ = ␦共兩兩 −

⌳兲关Ĝ−1
0

ˆ
− ⌺̂ 兴 = ␦共兩兩 − ⌳兲G̃⌳ ,
⌳ −1

⌳⌺−−,⌳
=−
ij

iU
兺 G̃−−,⌳共兲 = ⌳⌺33−−,⌳ ,
2 =⫾⌳ 22

iU
兺 G̃−−,⌳共兲,
2 =⫾⌳ ij

 ⌳⌺

++,⌳

= − 共  ⌳⌺

†

共32兲

K
= − 2i⌳ tanh共␤/2兲13 ,
⌺cut

共33兲

and the corresponding single-scale propagators of Eq. 共12兲
read
Sret,⌳ = iGret,⌳Gret,⌳ = 共Sadv,⌳兲† ,
K
K
+ ⌺cut
兲Gadv,⌳兴 = Sret,⌳共⌺K,⌳
SK,⌳ = − ⌳关Gret,⌳共⌺K,⌳ + ⌺bath

兲 ,

−−,⌳ †

K
K
K
K
+ ⌺bath
+ ⌺cut
兲Gadv,⌳ + Gret,⌳共⌺K,⌳ + ⌺bath
+ ⌺cut
兲Sadv,⌳

+ 2i tanh共␤/2兲Gret,⌳Gadv,⌳ .

共30兲

complemented by the initial condition ⌺̂⌳→⬁ = 0. Since nonequilibrium symmetry properties 共particularly causality; see
below兲 are not necessarily conserved by this approximation,
it is not reasonable 共but misleading兲 to interpret the different
frequency-independent self-energy components as effective
noninteracting system parameters.
The very same sharp cut-off scheme defined by Eq. 共28兲
has been previously applied to the single impurity Anderson
model 共SIAM兲.23 While qualitatively reproducing nonequilibrium features known, e.g., from perturbation theory, its
major drawback 共besides numerical problems兲 turned out to
be the above-mentioned symmetry violations. Most importantly, the causality condition
⌺++ + ⌺−− + ⌺−+ + ⌺+− = 0

3

兺 di f ik + H.c.,
冑N 兺
i=1 k

ret
= − i⌳13,
⌺cut

共ij兲 = 共12,21,23,32兲,

⌳⌺+−,⌳ = ⌳⌺−+,⌳ = 0,

t⌳

2
where the hybridization ⌳ = cutt⌳
is used as the flow parameter. As we will show later on, this cut-off scheme preserves causality even after truncation, rendering it reasonable
to directly work with retarded, advanced and Keldysh
Green’s functions. The latter acquire a new self-energy-like
term due to the additional reservoirs

iU
兺 关G̃−−,⌳共兲 + G̃33−−,⌳共兲兴,
2 =⫾⌳ 11

−−,⌳
=
⌳⌺11

Hcut = −

共29兲

and the flow of the self-energy is given by
−−,⌳
⌳⌺22
=

The aforementioned alternative way to cut off low energy
modes within the functional renormalization group can be
introduced on the Hamiltonian level as additional structureless reservoirs of zero chemical potential locally coupled to
each site of the interacting region

共31兲

only holds to the truncation order 共i.e., to leading U in the
present context兲. Since the functional RG is a generally nonconserving approximation,39 the consequences of these violations of symmetries specifically associated with noequilibrium are a priori unclear. Due to the lack both of
reliable reference data as well as of an alternative idea to
introduce a conserving cut-off procedure, it was not possible
to systematically address this question for the Anderson
model at that point of time. Only recently,40 Jakobs et al.
introduced a scheme to suppress low-energy degrees of freedom 共presented in the next Section兲 which does not violate
causality in nonequilibrium 共but features other
shortcomings兲,41 and thorough investigations of the SIAM
are under way.21 In this paper, we study the interacting resonant level model using both FRG cut-off schemes, particularly in comparison with accurate DMRG results.25,26

共34兲

The zero-temperature flow of the effective system parameters
ret,⌳
adv,⌳ ⴱ
ret,⌳ ⴱ
⬘⌳ − t⬘ = ⌺12
= 共⌺21
兲 = 共⌺21
兲 ,
t12
ret,⌳
adv,⌳ ⴱ
ret,⌳ ⴱ
⬘⌳ − t⬘ = ⌺23
t23
= 共⌺32
兲 = 共⌺32
兲 ,
ret,⌳
adv,⌳ ⴱ
ret,⌳ ⴱ
⑀⌳ − ⑀ = ⌺22
= 共⌺22
兲 = 共⌺22
兲 ,
ret,⌳
adv,⌳ ⴱ
ret,⌳ ⴱ
ret,⌳
⑀⌳⬘ = ⌺11
= 共⌺11
兲 = 共⌺11
兲 = ⌺33

共35兲

can be derived straightforward by plugging the constant
Coulomb interaction vertex given by Eq. 共22兲 into the general flow Eq. 共11兲 and rotating to the Keldysh basis. One
obtains

⬘⌳ = −
⌳t12

iU
4

⬘⌳ = −
⌳t23

iU
4

 ⌳⑀ ⌳ =

iU
4

冕

⌳⑀⌳⬘ =

冕
冕

K,⌳
S12
共兲d

⬘⌳→⬁ = t⬘ ,
t12

共36兲

K,⌳
S23
共兲d

⬘⌳→⬁ = t⬘ ,
t23

共37兲

K,⌳
K,⌳
关S11
共兲 + S33
共兲兴d

iU
4

冕

K,⌳
S22
共兲d

⑀⌳→⬁ = ⑀ , 共38兲

⬘ = 0.
⑀⌳→⬁

共39兲

We note that ⌺ret,⌳ = ⌺adv,⌳ only holds within the first order
FRG approach used in this paper. Another characteristic of
the latter is that the Kelydsh component of the self-energy
does not flow
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0.5
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0
0

3

V/ Γ

(a)

DMRG

1

(b)

1

0

2

1

2

3
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V/ Γ

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The steady-state current J as a function of the bias voltage V of the two-channel IRLM for large hoppings t⬘
= 0.5⌫ 共in units of the bandwidth ⬃⌫兲, zero impurity energy ⑀, and various Coulomb interactions U. 共a兲 Functional renormalization group
results obtained from numerical integration of the self-energy flow Eqs. 共30兲 of the sharp cut-off scheme of Sec. III C 2. 共b兲 The same
calculated with the reservoir cut-off approach of Sec. III C 3. Density-matrix renormalization group data of Ref. 26 for the same set of
parameters is shown by symbols in the main part 共for U = 0.3⌫ only兲 as well as within the inset 共where lines are a guide to the eye only兲.

⌳⌺K,⌳ = ⫾
=

再

iU
4

冕

关Sret,⌳共兲 + Sadv,⌳共兲兴d

i − i = 0 diag. components
0

冎

off-diag. components,

共40兲

and the very same holds if one formally considers the “anticausal” self-energy:

⌳共⌺++,⌳ + ⌺−−,⌳ + ⌺−+,⌳ + ⌺+−,⌳兲 = 0.

共41兲

Thus, causality is not violated by this FRG approximation
scheme, providing the a posteriori justification to work in
the basis of retarted, advanced, and Keldysh Green’s functions. The conservation of other symmetry properties 共particularly of the current兲 follows straightforwardly from the
interpretation of the self-energy as effective 共noninteracting兲
system parameters.41
4. From nonequilibrium to linear response

As mentioned above, we compute linear-response properties of the IRLM using the Matsubara functional RG. The
nonequilibrium formalism, however, is applicable for arbitrary bias voltages V and can thus be used to 共approximately兲
describe equilibrium physics in the limit V → 0. The latter is
particularly simple within the reservoir cut-off scheme introduced in Sec. III C 3. Namely, at V = 0 the self-energy flow
equation can be rewritten as 共schematically omitting singleparticle quantum numbers兲
iU
⌳⌺ret,⌳ = ⫿
4

冕
冕 冉 冊

⌳GK,⌳共兲d

␤
关Gret,⌳ + Gadv,⌳兴d
2

= ⫾

U
4

= ⫾

U ret,⌳
U
关G 共0兲 + Gadv,⌳共0兲兴 = ⫾ Re G̃eq,⌳共i⌳兲,
2


tanh

共42兲

where we have used the fluctuation-dissipation theorem at
zero temperature and assumed structureless wide-band leads
with a frequency-independent self-energy given by ⫾i⌳, the
latter allowing for the replacement ⌳ → ⫾ i. The resulting
approximate flow Eq. 共42兲, however, is nothing but the Matsubara result at the same order of truncation.42 In contrast, it
is in general impossible to analytically analyze the flow
within the sharp cut-off scheme in the linear-response limit
similarly to Eq. 共42兲, and the same holds for the situation of
baths featuring an energy-dependent local density of states.
For the problem at hand, we have numerically studied the
case of V = 0 for those cases in order to ensure that the results
are always in agreement with the Matsubara formalism.
IV. COMPARISON WITH DMRG

In this Section, we show results both for the linearresponse conductance and the steady-state current of the interacting resonant level model. We focus on the parameter
regime of large values of t⬘ / ⌫ 共particularly in nonequilibrium兲 for which reliable linear-response and time-dependent
DMRG data was published recently.25,26 In order to explicitly
compare with these results, we model our bath as infinite
tight binding chains of bandwidth 4⌫. The so-called scaling
limit of ⌫ → ⬁ will be discussed extensively in Sec. V.
A. Steady-state current

The current J flowing between the two bath of the IRLM
in presence of a finite bias voltage V is shown in Figs. 2共a兲
and 2共b兲 for different values of the Coulomb interaction U, at
the particle-hole symmetric point ⑀ = 0, and for fixed large
hoppings t⬘ = 0.5⌫. It was obtained from numerically integrating the nonequilibrium flow Eqs. 共30兲 for the ⌰-approach
关Fig. 2共a兲兴 and 共36兲–共39兲 for the reservoir cut-off scheme
关Fig. 2共b兲兴 as well the formula 共20兲, respectively. At U = 0, J
increases linearly for small bias voltages and saturates beyond some scale which is determined by t⬘ 共and will be
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1
0.8

G / G0

energy-dependent local density of states. In that case, it is a
priori impossible to analytically analyze the nonequilibrium
FRG flow equations of Sec. III C 3 in the linear-response
limit, and the same holds for the sharp cut-off scheme in any
case. We have therefore checked numerically that the linearresponse conductance obtained from both nonequilibrium
frameworks agrees with that of the Matsubara formalism 共the
latter being shown in Fig. 3兲.
All in all, the comparison with DMRG data establishes
the very simple 共Hartree-Fock-like兲 FRG approach as a satisfying tool to investigate transport properties of the interacting resonant level model at small to intermediate Coulomb
interactions in and out of equilibrium.

t’ / Γ=0.1, V=0
U/Γ=0
U/Γ=0.3
U/Γ=1
U/Γ=5

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.05

ε/Γ

0.1

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Linear-response conductance 共in units of
G0 = e2 / h兲 of the IRLM at t⬘ = 0.1⌫ as a function of the gate voltage
⑀. The figure shows a comparison between functional RG data obtained from the formalism of Sec. III C 1 共lines兲 and the DMRG
results of Ref. 25 共symbols兲.

quantified in Sec. V兲. In presence of a finite repulsive Coulomb interaction, it additionally features a regime V ⲏ t⬘2 / ⌫
of negative differential conductance 共i.e., a current decreasing as the voltage is increased兲 which was frequently described in previous works 共but still lacks a consistent physical explanation兲.2,26,33,34 Since the hopping t⬘ is fairly large,
this decay is not governed by any specific 共e.g., power-lawlike兲 form. Most importantly, both FRG schemes show a satisfying agreement with DMRG data both for repulsive and
attractive Coulomb interactions 共see the symbols in the main
part of Figs. 2共a兲 and 2共b兲 as well as the inset to the latter兲,
and the violation of causality prone to the sharp cutoff does
not lead to unphysical results. This indicates that even the
most simple functional RG truncation scheme captures aspects of the essential nonequilibrium physics of the IRLM,
giving confidence to use this approach in order to investigate
the current-voltage-relation more thoroughly in the so-called
scaling limit ⌫ → ⬁ which cannot be accessed straightforward within the time-dependent DMRG framework 共see Sec.
V兲.
B. Linear response

As a next step, we study the conductance G of the IRLM
in the limit of linear response 共see Fig. 3兲 using the equilibrium FRG introduced in Sec. III C 1. In the noninteracting
case, its gate voltage dependence is given by a Lorentzian
curve whose width is governed by t⬘ 共and shows power-law
behavior if the latter becomes small compared to ⌫; see Sec.
V兲. In presence of small Coulomb interactions, the conductance is enhanced 共and the Lorentzian widens兲 but eventually
shrinks as U becomes large. This effect was first observed in
equilibrium DMRG calculations,25 and our approximate
FRG data agrees quantitatively with those numerically exact
results up to up U / ⌫ ⬇ 1 and at least qualitatively for even
larger interactions.
In order to quantitatively compare with the DMRG data,
we employed the IRLM with tight-binding leads featuring an

V. SCALING LIMIT

In this section, we investigate the situation where the
characteristic energy ⌫ of the bath of delocalized states 共i.e.,
the bandwidth兲 is much larger than all other energy scales.
This so-called scaling limit was addressed in several prior
works 共with a special focus to nonequilibrium兲 and is supposed to be governed by universal power laws.33,34 We will
particularly discuss the predictions of our FRG approximation scheme in relation with those earlier results.
In the limit of large ⌫, universal features 共such as the
exponents governing power laws兲 should only depend on the
density of states at the chemical potential but not on the
precise energetic structure of the bath. We have numerically
checked that this indeed holds at least within our FRG approximation and will thus for simplicity model the leads as
completely structureless throughout this Section.
A. Renormalization of t⬘

It is instructive to study the renormalization of the system
parameters before discussing physical quantities. In the most
simple case of equilibrium and zero impurity energy ⑀ = 0,
the only remaining flow Eq. 共25兲 for of the hopping amplitude t⬘⌳ takes the form

 ⌳t ⬘⌳ = −

t⬘⌳/⌫
U
,
⌫ 共⌳/⌫兲2 + ⌳/⌫ + 2共t⬘⌳/⌫兲2

共43兲

with the initial condition given by t⬘⌳→⬁ = t⬘. Thus, the flow
of t⬘⌳ starts below some ultraviolet scale ⌳ ⬃ ⌫ and is cut by
itself in the infrared regime. More precisely, the differential
Eq. 共43兲 can be solved analytically in the limit of small U / ⌫
and t⬘ / ⌫ by setting t⬘⌳ in the denominator to its initial value.
The result reads

冉 冊 冉冊
t⬘⌳=0
t⬘

2

⬃

t⬘
⌫

−4U/⌫

,

共44兲

and the renormalized hopping scales as a power law with its
bare value. Higher-order corrections to the exponent 共which
in contrast to the first order do not necessarily need to have
the right prefactors as our truncated FRG is only correct to
leading U兲 can be determined by numerically integrating the
full Eq. 共43兲 and fitting a power law to the solution t⬘⌳=0共t⬘兲.
As a side remark, we note that calculating the self-energy by
first order perturbation theory in U 共which can be most sim-
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ply done by completely discarding the feedback of t⬘⌳ on the
right-hand side of Eq. 共43兲兲 yields a logarithmic divergence
in the bare system parameter,43
t⬘pert
t⬘

2

=1−

冉冊

4U
t⬘
ln
,
⌫
⌫

共45兲

indicating the necessity to employ an RG-based framework.
Using similar analytical arguments at finite impurity energies and out of equilibrium, one can show that to leading
⌳
= 兩t12,23
order in U the flow equations for 1,3
⬘⌳ 兩2 / ⌫ take the
44
general form
⌳
⌳
⌳1,3
= − 1,3

⌳
⌳ + ⌳
2U
1 + 3
,
⌫ 共V/2 ⫿ ⑀兲2 + 共⌳ + ⌳1 + ⌳3 兲2

1,3
⬃
t ⬘2

冦

冧

V, ⑀ Ⰶ t⬘ Ⰶ ⌫

2兲

t ⬘, ⑀ Ⰶ V Ⰶ ⌫

−2U/⌫+O共U2兲

V,t⬘ Ⰶ ⑀ Ⰶ ⌫,

V−2U/⌫+O共U

⑀

2兲

共47兲

where higher-order corrections can again be extracted numerically. Such power-law behavior with respect to the voltage V and hopping t⬘ was previously described using fieldtheoretical models26,33 or perturbative renormalization group
treatments,34 and the corresponding exponents agree with the
FRG result to leading order in U 共despite some difficulties in
relating the parameters of a continuum model to our microscopic ones兲. Moreover, it is suggested in Ref. 34 that one
can understand nonequilibrium properties from equilibrium
only, which in the extreme limits mentioned above is supported by our observation that all bare system parameters
共including the voltage兲 can be interpreted in terms of a
simple infrared cut-off, which automatically appear within
the FRG framework 共and do not have to be introduced by
hand兲. In Sec. V C, we show that this altogether simple picture breaks down if the impurity energy is pinned to either
one of the chemical potentials 共⑀ ⬇ ⫾ V / 2兲.
B. Susceptibility

In this Section, we investigate how the power laws described above manifest in equilibrium observables. Two
quantities associated with linear-response transport are the
resonance width of the conductance G共⑀兲 and the charge susceptibility

冏 冏

=

d具n典
d⑀

=−
⑀=0

2
,
TK

2U / πΓ
FRG , αJ
FRG , αχ
NRG, αχ

0.2

0.4

0.6

U/Γ
FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 The exponents ␣J and ␣ governing the
scaling-limit power-law behavior of the current 共for t⬘ Ⰶ V兲 and of
the susceptibility 共for V Ⰶ t⬘兲, respectively. To leading order, both
quantities are given by ␣ = 2U / ⌫. For the equilibrium exponent
␣, symbols show numerical renormalization group reference data.

define a unique scale TK, which governs the low-energy
linear-response physics.45 For small U, one can show that
both the width of the conductance and  are solely determined by the renormalized hopping t⬘⌳=0 computed in the
previous section and thus governed by a power law in the
linear-response limit V Ⰶ TK

冉 冊 冉冊
−1
t⬘

2

⬃

t⬘
⌫

−2␣

,

␣ =

2U
+ O共U2兲,
⌫

共49兲

where the higher-order corrections to the exponent are influenced by the flow of all self-energy components and can only
be extracted numerically 共by integration of Eqs. 共25兲–共27兲
and subsequent power-law fitting; for the result see Fig. 4兲.
As mentioned above, one can in general not expect to obtain
the right prefactor even of the second-order term since our
truncated FRG scheme is correct only to leading U. However, going beyond first order allows both to specify the regime where the exponent is purely linear as well as for a
quantitative comparison with other results.33,34 In our case,
the equilibrium numerical renormalization group can be
straightforward employed to compute ␣ with high accuracy,
thus providing an additional benchmark for the functional
RG in the scaling limit.46 One observes that the very simple
共Hartree-Fock-like兲 FRG approximation scheme of Eqs.
共25兲–共27兲 shows satisfying agreement with the NRG reference even for intermediate U / ⌫ 共see Fig. 4兲.47
C. Current

共48兲

with 具n典 being the average occupation of the resonant level.
The latter can conveniently be computed within the equilibrium FRG formalism by integrating over the Matsubara
Green’s function. The inverse susceptibility can be used to

0.2

0
0

共46兲

for ⌳ smaller than the ultraviolet cut-off ⬃⌫. Thus, the ef⌳=0
scale as a power law
fective hopping amplitudes 1,3 = 1,3
with each of the bare system parameters V, ⑀, and t⬘, provided that particular one is much larger 共the meaning of
which will be quantified in the next Section兲 than the other
two but still much smaller than the bandwidth ⌫
共t⬘2兲−2U/⌫+O共U

0.4

exponents

冉 冊

χ-1~ t’2−2αχ
J ~ V −αJ

The most interesting transport property of the IRLM in
nonequilibrium is the current. One can show that for small U
and large ⌫ Ⰷ t⬘ , V , ⑀ it is determined by the renormalized
hoppings 1,3, and an approximation to the latter can be derived from Eq. 共46兲. This yields
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 The current as a function of the voltage in
the scaling limit ⌫ → ⬁ obtained numerically from the sharp 共solid
lines兲 and reservoir 共dashed lines兲 FRG cut-off schemes, respectively. Beyond some cross-over scale TK, J decays as a power law
of the voltage V over several orders of magnitude. The latter manifests as a constant logarithmic derivative d ln共J / ⌫兲 / d ln共V / ⌫兲.

冋 冉

冊

冉

4  1 3
V/2 − ⑀
V/2 + ⑀
arctan
+ arctan
1 + 3
1 + 3
1 + 3

冊册

.
共50兲

In the following, we discuss this result as well as the numerically obtained current specifically for impurity energies in
the middle between or close to either one of the chemical
potentials of the bath 共⑀ Ⰶ V and ⑀ ⬇ ⫾ V / 2, respectively兲.
1. Zero impurity energy

For large voltages V Ⰷ TK , ⑀, Eq. 共50兲 describes a powerlaw

冉 冊

TK
J
⬃
TK
V

␣J

,

2U
+ O共U2兲,
␣J =
⌫

U/ Γ

101

0

共51兲

with an exponent ␣J that to leading order agrees with the
results of Refs. 26, 33, and 34. Beyond the limit of small U,
␣J as well as the current itself can only be computed numerically by integrating the flow Eqs. 共30兲 and 共36兲–共39兲, respectively. Within both FRG nonequilibrium cut-off schemes, we
observe that in agreement with our analytics J generally features a linear increase crossing to a power-law decay 共and
thus a constant logarithmic derivative兲 at scale V ⬇ TK 共Ref.
48兲 but eventually saturates as one approaches the bandwidth
⌫ 共see Fig. 5兲. The numerically determined exponent ␣J is
depicted in Fig. 4. It is purely linear up to sizable Coulomb
interactions U ⬇ ⌫, and our simple FRG approximation
scheme does thus not contain higher-order corrections to the
exponent in case of nonequilibrium.
As a passing comment, we note that in order to actually
observe pure power-law behavior of the current, the voltage
needs to be in a regime with TK Ⰶ V Ⰶ ⌫, and the bare hopping amplitude t⬘ typically has be chosen of the order of
t⬘2 / ⌫ ⬇ 10−6 共since TK ⬃ t⬘2 / ⌫ at small U兲. By successively
increasing t⬘, we observe that the regime of voltages characterized by a power law shrinks until eventually for t⬘ = 0.1⌫
the logarithmic derivative only features a local minimum
共with a value giving a rough estimate of the exponent,

2.2

−αJ

2U/πΓ
αres

0
0

V/ Γ

J⬇

0.1

-0.5
10-4

~V

10-7

J/Γ

J/Γ

10

log. deriv.

0.5
-4

t’ / Γ=7.07 .10-5
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ε / Γ=4 .10-4
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2.22

V/ ε

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 The same as Fig. 5, but for a finite impurity energy ⑀. The data was obtained by numerically integrating
the flow Eqs. 共36兲–共39兲. The current is suppressed for small voltages V Ⰶ ⑀ but crosses over to a power-law decay when ⑀ is moved
below the chemical potential. Inset: The quantity ␣res governing the
behavior close to the aforementioned resonance condition ⑀
⬇ ⫾ V / 2 共see Eq. 共52兲兲.

though兲 close to V ⬇ ⌫. Within the DMRG framework of Ref.
26, such large hoppings were used for a power-law fit of the
current. Even though it is certainly numerically demanding,
treating smaller t⬘ in nonequilibrium would be rewarded by
putting the nice comparison of the DMRG results with a
field-theoretical approach 共which is a fundamental issue of
Ref. 26兲 on more solid grounds.
2. On-resonance ⑀ = ± V Õ 2

Quite intuitively, the current through the resonant level
vanishes if the latter is energetically placed above 共or below兲
of either one of the chemical potentials 共⑀ Ⰷ V兲 while featuring the power-law decay described in the previous Section
for small ⑀ Ⰶ V 共see Fig. 6兲. If the impurity position is fixed
to the so-called resonance condition ⑀ = ⫾ V / 2 which determines the crossover between the aforementioned limits, the
analytic expression 共50兲 takes the form
J
⬃
TK

1
V
1+
TK

冉 冊

␣res ,

␣res =

2U
+ O共U2兲,
⌫

共52兲

for voltages V Ⰷ TK where the arc-tangent can be replaced by
its asymptotic value. However, even if V is orders of magnitude larger than the equilibrium energy scale TK, the current
does not necessarily exhibit a power law since the exponent
␣res becomes small for U → 0. As before, we can verify this
result numerically and extract the quantity ␣res beyond linear
order by fitting to the form of Eq. 共52兲.49 Within our
共reservoir-cutoff兲 FRG approximation scheme, ␣res is equal
to the off-resonance exponent ␣J 共see the inset to Fig. 6兲.
Whereas those observations are altogether in complete agreement with recently published real-time renormalization
group results,50 they clearly contradict the intuition that the
voltage can always be interpreted in terms of an infrared
cutoff associated with universal power laws.33
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冉 冊

1
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冉 冊
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0

D. Left-right asymmetric IRLM

0.12

U/Γ=5
t’/Γ=0.1

ε/ Γ

共53兲

where the linear-response low energy scale TK and the asymmetry parameter c are given by TK ⬃ tL⬘ tR⬘ and c = tL⬘ / tR⬘ to
zeroth order. For UL ⫽ UR, J is thus not governed by a power
law even if V Ⰷ TK is large, and the voltage can again not be
interpreted as an infrared cutoff. A more detailed discussion
of the two-channel interacting resonant level model with
asymmetric couplings can be found in Ref. 50.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have studied zero-temperature steadystate transport properties of the two-channel interacting resonant level model in presence of an arbitrary bias voltage V.
Beyond linear response, the functional renormalization group
in Keldysh frequency space can be used to compute the selfenergy associated with the local Coulomb interaction between the isolated level and the two baths of delocalized
states. We truncate the infinite hierarchy of functional flow
equations to leading order, rendering the FRG an approximate method to calculate effective system parameters. Despite the simple 共Hartree-Fock-like兲 nature of the resulting
scheme, transport properties of the IRLM can be obtained to
satisfying agreement with dynamical matrix renormalization
group data both in and out of equilibrium. This allows for a
thorough investigation of the special case where the bandwidth ⌫ of the leads becomes large. For voltages much
smaller than the linear-response energy scale TK, this socalled scaling limit is characterized by universal power-laws.
E.g., the charge susceptibility is governed by −1 ⬃ t⬘2−␣
⬃ TK, with t⬘ being the local hopping to the leads. The exponent ␣ = 2U / ⌫ + O共U2兲 can be computed numerically
and analytically and agrees with prior results to leading order. Far from equilibrium 共V Ⰷ TK兲, the current decays as a

0.1
NRG
FRG, 1st order
FRG, 2nd order

U/Γ=0.2

0.11
10-12

So far, we have modeled the resonant level to be coupled
symmetrically to both bath, and this scenario is generically
employed in previous works.2,26,33,34 However, the FRG flow
equations introduced in Sec. III can be generalized straightforward for different Coulomb interactions UL ⫽ UR and hopping amplitudes tL⬘ ⫽ tR⬘ to the left and right side, respectively.
Following the same arguing as in the symmetric case, one
can analytically show that to leading order the current in the
limit ⌫ Ⰷ V Ⰷ tL,R
⬘ , ⑀ takes the form

DMRG
FRG, 1st order
FRG, 2nd order

U/Γ=1

log. derv.

While for vanishing impurity energies both functional RG
cut-off schemes describe the same nonequilibrium physics,
the violation of causality within the sharp cut-off approach in
presence of finite ⑀ and voltages V leads to severe artifacts
共e.g., deviations from power-law behavior for ⑀ Ⰶ V兲 already
for fairly small Coulomb interactions. These violations originate from the diagonal self-energy components which do not
flow at ⑀ = 0. Thus, the reservoir cut-off scheme is clearly
superior in investigating particle-hole asymmetric impurity
positions for the IRLM beyond linear response.

10-10
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Upper panel: the same as in Fig. 3, but
additionally showing FRG results obtained from the second order
truncation scheme outlined in the Appendix. Lower panel: the logarithmic derivative d ln共⌫ / t⬘2兲 / d ln共t⬘2 / ⌫2兲 obtained from the FRG
flow Eq. 共25兲 as well as from a 共frequency-independent兲 secondorder generalization 共see the main text for details兲 in comparison
with numerical renormalization group data. Both for the NRG as
well as for the first order FRG scheme, this quantity is constant over
orders of magnitude as the charge susceptibility  is governed by a
power law of the bare hopping amplitude t⬘.

power-law J ⬃ V−␣J with the voltage if the impurity energy is
small 共⑀ Ⰶ V兲 while featuring more complex behavior if the
latter is pinned close to either one of the chemical potentials
of the bath 共⑀ = ⫾ V / 2兲. Whereas in the former case the voltage can be interpreted in terms of a simple infrared cutoff
共which automatically appears within the FRG framework兲,
the same does not hold close to the resonance condition ⑀
= ⫾ V / 2.
From the methodical point of view, we have established
the functional renormalization group as a simple tool to compute effective 共Hartree-Fock-like兲 parameters incorporating
aspects of nonequilibrium physics of quantum impurity systems. The latter particularly holds for a recently proposed
way of implementing an infrared cutoff in Keldysh frequency space, which can be interpreted in terms of an additional reservoir whose coupling strength flows from infinity
to zero and which does not suffer from symmetry violations
specifically associated with nonequilibrium 共such as causality兲. In general, however, the simple approximation obtained
from truncating the infinite hierarchy of FRG flow equations
is limited to treat small to intermediate values of the Coulomb interaction only. Extending the method to the strongcoupling limit is subject to future work.
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FUNCTIONAL RENORMALIZATION GROUP STUDY OF THE…
APPENDIX: SECOND-ORDER FUNCTIONAL RG

In the appendix, we briefly discuss how the functional RG
scheme employed to derive the results of Secs. IV and V can
be extended by accounting for the flow of the two-particle
vertex. Whereas we focus solely on the case of linear response, a detailed presentation of second-order FRG data in
the context of the Anderson impurity model out of equilibrium can be found in Ref. 21.
Schematically, the flow equation of the two-particle vertex is given by18,51

⌳␥⌳2 ⬃ Tr S⌳␥⌳2 G⌳␥⌳2 + F共␥⌳3 兲,

共A1兲

and after neglecting the contribution of the three-particle vertex ␥⌳
3 共i.e., truncating the infinite hierarchy to second order兲
one obtains a finite set of differential equations which can in
principle be solved numerically by introducing a discretization of Matsubara frequency space. For the single impurity
Anderson model in equilibrium, this procedure 共which is explained extensively in Ref. 20兲 leads to systematic improvements at small to intermediate Coulomb interactions and additionally allows for computing energy-dependent properties
such as the local density of states or the finite-temperature
conductance52 but cannot describe strong-coupling physics
such as the appearance of the exponentially small Kondo
energy scale.20
For the problem at hand, one can pursue the same course
of action and numerically solve the full 共frequencydiscretized兲 two-particle and self-energy flow Eqs. 共A1兲 and
共11兲, respectively. For the sake of numerical resources 共and
given the outcome兲 it is, however, desirable to devise some
simplifications. Here, we only account for density-density
共nearest and next-nearest neighbor兲 interaction terms but exemplary ensured that additionally considering the flow of
“correlated hoppings” of the type d†3d2d†2d1 does not quanti-
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